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The chrtihnatic index problem is known to be NP-complete, even for line graphs. In this paper 
we show that the chromatic index of the line graph of a unicyclic graph is equal to its maximum 
degree unless it is an odd cycle. The construction used in the proof implies a linear time algorithm 
for computing an optimal edge colouring of such a line graph. The results are easily extended to 
line graphs of graphs in which no two cycles have vertices in common. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a simple undirected graph with vertex set v(G) and edge set E(G). A 
proper edge colouring of G is an assignment of colours to the edges of G such that 
no two adjacent edges receive the same colour. The chromatic index of G, denoted 
by x’(G), is the minimum number of colours which permits a proper edge colouring 
of G. 
Vizing (see [2]) showed that the chromatic index of a graph G is equal to either 
d(G) or d(G) + 1, where d(G) is the maximum degree of the graph. A graph is 
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customarily said to be in class 1 if x’(G) = d(G), and class 2 otherwise. The problem 
of determining the chromatic index of a graph is NP-complete [4], even for the line 
graphs of bipartite graphs [I]. For some classes of graphs, polynomial time algo- 
rithms have been devised for deciding the chromatic index (see [5,6] for references). 
The complexity of the problem for line graphs of planar graphs, or for line graphs 
of outerplanar graphs is unknown. Here we consider the chromatic index of line 
graphs of unicyclic graphs. The main result is that the line graph of a unicyclic graph 
is in class 1 unless it is an odd cycle. A linear time algorithm for computing an op- 
timal edge colouring can be derived from the construction used in the proof. We 
also note that the results are easily extended to line graphs of graphs in which no 
two cycles have vertices in common. 
2. Definitions 
For a graph G and a set of colours C, a proper partial edge colouring of G is a 
mapping f: E(G) --) C such that f (el) #f (ez) for any two adjacent edges el and e2. 
When f is defined for all edges, the colouring is a proper edge colouring. The 
missing colours a t vertex u, denoted AILI, with respect o a particular edge colour- 
ing, is the set of colours which are not used for edges incident with vertex U. The 
missing colours ai edge uu, ti.er;s’,zS Afl,,,, is the set of colours which are not u ,ed 
for e or edges adjacent to e. 
A &que c:t~,iiZ s a sequence of distinct ciiques and vertices H, o1 I& v2 +. L, _ 1 H,, T 
such that 
(I) each Hi, 1 s is n, is a clique of size at least two; 
(a) 
lb) 
Fig. 1. (a) 
edgec;. ) 
A clique chain. (b) A clique cycle. (Black vertices are common vertices, thick edges are cross 
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(2) each ui, called a common vertex, 1 I is n - 1, is the only vertex shared by Hi 
and Hi+,; 
(3) Hi and Hj do not share any vertices unless Ii-j1 = 1. 
Then n is the length of the clique chain. We call H, and H, end cliques. It is easy 
to see that, in the graph induced by the nodes of the clique chain, each Hi, 
1 I ic n, forms a block and each ui, 1% is n - 1, is a cut vertex. A clique cycle of 
length n is formed from a clique chain of length n by identifying one vertex u#vl 
in HI with one vertex i, # u,_ l in H,. In a clique cycle, an edge having common 
vertices as both end points will be called a cross e&ge. These definitions are il- 
lustrated in Fig. 1. 
A unicyclic graph is a connected graph with exactly one cycle. The line graph of 
a graph G, denoted by e(G), is the graph with vertex set E(G) in which two vertices 
are joined if and only if they are adjacent edges in G. The rest of our terminology 
follows standard usage. 
3. Characterization of line graphs of unicyclic graphs 
The following result, which is used in our analysis, characterizes line graphs of 
unicyclic graphs. 
Theorem 1. A graph is the line graph of a unicyclic graph if and only if it is a con- 
nected graph satisfying all the following conditions: 
(a) One block is a clique cycle. 
(b) All remaining blocks are complete graphs. 
(c) Each cut vertex lies on exactly two blocks. 
(d) Each cut vertex in the clique cycle is not a common vertex between two cliques 
in the clique cycle. 
Proof. We will use a theorem due to Chartrand (see [3]) which states that a graph 
is the line graph of a tree if and only if it is connected, each block is a complete 
graph, and each cut vertex lies on exactly two blocks. 
Suppose G is the line graph of a unicyclic graph H. Let e = uu be an edge on the 
unique cycle of H, then T= H- e is a tree. Note that there is a unique clique chain 
in L(T) whose two end cliques correspond to u and u respectively. G can be con- 
structed from L(T) by adding vertex e to L(T) and linking it to every vertex in the 
two end cliques in the unique clique chain. This clique chain plus these new edges 
introduces a block which is a clique cycle. This confirms condition (a). Conditions 
(b) and (c) are satisfied by Chartrand’s theorem. Condition (d) is also satisfied 
because ach common vet tex, except e, in the clique cycle was a cut vertex in L(T), 
therefore it only lies on two cliques of L(T) which belong to the clique cycle of G. 
This implies that it could not be a cut vertex of G. Nor can e be a cut vertex. Hence 
the necessity of the conditions. 
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To prove sufficiency, let G be a graph satisfying all four conditions. Consider 
the graph G’= G- u where u is a common vertex between two cliques in the 
unique clique cycle in G. G’ is still connected since u is not a cut vertex. Each 
block of G which was a clique is still a block of G’, whereas the block which was 
a clique cycle of G now becomes a clique chain and therefore each block of it 
is also a clique. Note that each cut vertex of the clique chain was a common 
vertex of the clique cycle, so that each cut vertex of G’ lies on exactly two blocks. 
Hence, G-U is a line graph of some tree T by Chartrand’s theorem. Observe 
that a star in a line graph L(H) corresponds to a single edge in H, therefore the 
removed vertex u together with its incident edges corresponds to an edge in H. 
Hence, G is a line graph of some tree T plus an edge, which is just a unicyclic 
graph. Cl 
To recognize line graphs of unicyclic graphs we can just check all four conditions 
in the above theorem. Blocks can be found by a standard depth first search and it 
is easy to check that a block is a complete graph. To recognize a clique cycle, we 
note that a vertex v of maximum degree in a clique cycle H is always a common 
vertex. So we can determine whether a given block is a clique cycle as follows. First 
we construct H’= H- v and check if H’ is a clique chain. Then we confirm that v 
is adjacern to all vertices in the two end cliques in H’. It is also easy to confirm that 
each cut vertex lies on exactly two blocks. Finally, since each common vertex in the 
clique cycle H is a cut vertex in H’, all common vertices of H can be determined 
and we can compare them with the cut vertices of G to see if any coincide. It can 
be seen that all the above procedures can be easily implemented in time proportional 
to the number of edges in the graph. 
4. The chromatic index of line graphs of unicyck graphs 
We begin with an observation on the relation between the chromatic index of a 
graph and the chromatic indices of its blocks. Let G be a graph having two blocks 
B, and B2, let v be the cut vertex between them and let d&v) denote the degree of 
v in G. We claim that f(G)=-~~ax(f(B,),f(B~),&(v)}. To see this, let k= 
max{ x’(B,),x’(B2), d&v)} and observe that for any x’(B,) edge colouring of B2, 
we have at least do(v) -dB2(v) colours out of k colours missing at vertex v. So we 
can colour the edges of B1 in such a way that all edges incident with v only use 
colours which have not been used yet, which can be done from a x’(B2) edge 
colourizg of R. hw rnlnllr r~nrrnno~m~nt -1 “J ““&VU. a -%a. *--‘o-“‘-“” 
Now let G be a graph which has blocks B,, B1, . . . . Bk. Let A, be the maximum 
degree amongst all cut vertices of G, and XL= maxllisk x’(Bi). Notice that when 
G has at least two blocks, it has at least one block which contains exactly one cut 
vertex of G. Therefore the following result is easily obtainable from the above 
observation by induction on the number of blocks. 
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Theorem 2. x’(G) = max( &,A,}. 
Notice that for the line graph of a tree, the maximum degree of all cut vertices 
is always greater than the maximum degree of all noncut vertices. Moreover, the 
chromatic index of a complete graph K,, is n - 1 if n is even and n if n is odd (see 
[2]). Thus it is easy to see that the following result is implied by Theorem 2. 
Corollary 3. The line graph G of a tree is in class 1 unless G is a complete graph 
on an odd number ~3 of vertices. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 4. The line graph G of a unicyclic graph is in class 1 unless G is an odd 
cycle. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, we know that all blocks of the line graph of a unicyclic graph 
are complete graphs except for exactly one being a clique cycle. Therefore we only 
need to show that the chromatic index of a clique cycle G is 3 if it is an odd cycle 
otherwise it equals the maximum degree. Then by Theorem 2, the theorem follows. 
Let G be a clique cycle and A be its maximum degree. If G is a cycle, then its 
chromatic index is either 2 or 3 according to whether n is even or odd. Otherwise, 
let u be a vertex of degree d, which must be a common vertex between two adjacent 
cliques Hr and Hz. Without loss of generality, we may assume 1 V(& j i 2 1 V(I-pz)) , 
then 1 V(H, ) I ~3 since G is not a cycle. Since a clique cycle contains at least three 
cliques, Hr must be adjacent o another clique, say H3. Let the common vertex be- 
tween Hr and H3 be o. Clearly, I V(&)l 1 I V(H,)I, since u is a vertex of maximum 
degree. Then G - Hr is a clique chain of length greater than 1. Let A’ be the max- 
imum degree of G -H, , then G - H, is A’-colourable by Theorem 2. Since A’< A, 
a A’-colouring of G - Hr gives a partial colouring of G in which A’ colours are used 
and all cliques except If, are properly coloured. Let C = ( 1,2, .. . , A ) be the colour 
set for G, then we have 
(M,,I + IM,I =(A -(I U&)1 -l))+(A -(IUH,)l -1)) (1) 
since l&l =A -(I I/(&)1 - 1) and !&I =A -(I V(H,)I - 1). We also have 
lMul+ lM”l r2(1 UH,)l - l)r(l UH,)l - 1)+ (I KW - 1) (2) 
since H, is the biggest clique in the clique cycle. 
We will show that this partial colouring of G can always be extended to a proper 
A-colouring of G. Observe that in order to give the cross edge of Hr a proper cd- 
ouring, we require that MU (I M, +0. We show that this condition can always be 
satisfied by rearranging the partial colouring of G. 
Suppose MU nMU=O, then we must have 
/MUI + IM”i s JCl =A. (3) 
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Combining with (l), we obtain 
~~(lv(H2)1-1)+(Iv(H,)I-l); (4) 
combining with (2), we obtain 
A>-i(lV(H~)I -1)+0w&)I -1). (5) 
Theretore 
d =(I I/(&)1 - l)+ (I U&)I - 1). (6) 
On the other hand, 
d =(I U4)I -l)+(l w%)l--u9 (7) 
since u is the vertex of maximum degree. Combining (6) and (7), we obtain 
I I/(&)1 = I I/(&)1. Then I I/(&)1 = I if(k since I I/(&)1 2 I V(&)l. Thus 
I UWI = I U&)1 = I wwl~3~ since G is not a cycle. Therefore H3 has at least 
one noncross edge VW which is incident with v. Notice that edge VW is adjacent o 
2(( V(&)( -2) coloured edges in H3 and (Cl ?2(( V(H,)( - I), therefore lMUwl z 1. 
So let cx be the colour of edge VW, which is in M,, since M,, n M,, = 0; let y E i&, 
and change the colour of VW to y. This gives a new partial colouring of G, in which 
the missing colours at vertices u and o have exactly one colour (x in common. Thus 
we only need to consider the case for which M,, O M, # 0. 
Since M,, t? M,, # 0, we let a E M,, n MU. I V(H, ) I is either even or odd. 
Case I: I V(H,)I is even. Since Hr is always I V(H1 )/ - 1 colourable, we can use 
M,, to colour Hi in such a way that a is used for the cross edge of Ht. Certainly, 
colour conf!ict may happen at vertex v. If so, we recolour those edges of HI which 
are incident with v and conflict with H3 at vertex v. Notice that because IM,I > 
IM,I, for each of these edges, we can a1u;pj.z ch 4rlg:2 the colour to a distinct colour 
in M,, and hence get a proper colouring for G. 
Case 2: I V(H,)l is odd. In this case, if M&MM,, then MU-h4,,#0, since IA&l > 
IM,, I. We can choose a colour p E M, -A&, and colour Hr in such a way that a! is 
used for the cross edge and fi is not used for any edges of HI which are incident 
with u. We then recolour those edges of HI which are incident with v and have col- 
our conflict with H3 at vertex v. The recolouring procedure is the same as in Case 1. 
If M,, =A&, then I V(H,)l = I I/(&)1. Suppose 1 V(H,)I 23, then HJ has at least 
one noncross edge VW. As we argued before, we can change the colour of VW to a 
missing colour at edge VW and obtain a new partial colouring of G. It is clear that 
under this new partial colouring, M,, is neither disjoint from nor the same as M,, 
since I V(H,)IZ 3. Then we can apply the argument in the previous paragraph to 
obtain a d-colouring of G. 
Finally, if 1 V(HJ = I V(H,)l =2, it suffices to show that the only edge of H3 can 
always be changed to a new colour without affecting the colour of the only edge of 
Hz. Consider tire other neighbour clique, denoted H4, of H3, and let w be the com- 
mon vertex between H3 and HA. Suppose I V(H,)I c I V(&)I, then there exists a 
missing colour y at vertex w, thus we can change the colour of VW to y. Otherwise, 
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since 1 Y(H,)) = 1 V(Hl)l, H4 cannot be identical to HZ, and we can rearrange the 
colouring of II, to get the colour of VW changed. This is possible because the 
missing colour at each vertex of an odd clique is distinct. 0 
5. Computing an optimal colouring 
Finally, we consider the time complexity of computing an optimal edge colouring. 
Theorem 5. An optimal edge colouring of the line graph of a unicyclic graph can 
be computed in time 0( IEI). 
Proof. Depth first search can obtain all blocks of G and also construct he block 
graph B(G) of G in time O(lEl), where in B(G) each block of G is a vertex of B(G) 
with two vertices being adjacent if and only if their corresponding blocks in G share 
a cut vertex. Notice that B(G) is a tree, therefore the blocks B,, BZ, . . . , Bk can be 
numbered in such a way that B1 is the clique cycle and for each ir2 block Bi has 
one vertex vij in common with only one Bi, j<i. This can easily be done in O(k) 
steps. Then a colouring can be obtained in the order B,, B2, . . . , Bk, since we can 
always colour Bi in such a way that only missing colours are used for the edges in- 
cident with Q It is easy to show that the time required is dominated by the time 
used in colouring each block. Since a complete mr~nh CQ~ ho nn+imattv p&p mtollrPd 5jlUP“ -V&a*VW “~LUI.UI.J W-e- _ V--W_ _ 
in time O(]E]), it remains to show that a clique cycle can also be optimally edge col- 
oured in time O(lEl). 
The construction described in the Lroof of Theorem 4 implies an optimal edge col- 
ouring algorithm for a clique cycle. Suppose we scan the entire adjacency list of H 
and locate a vertex w of maximum degree d . Then we construct H - w and recognize 
all blocks in G - w and hence H, , Hz, H3. Since each block of H-H, is a clique, 
we can obtain an optimal edge colouring H-H1 in time 0( IEI). Then we can ex- 
tend the colouring of G - HI to a proper colouring of H according to the rules 
described in the proof of Theorem 4, which can easily be done in O(lEl) steps. 0 
Remark. Theorem 4 can easily be extended to line graphs of graphs in which no two 
cycles have vertices in common, by observing that each block of such a graph is 
either a clique or a clique cycle. Such a line graph is in class 1 unless it is a disjoint 
union of cycles in which at least one cycle is of odd order. An optimal edge colour- 
ing of such a graph can also be computed in linear time. 
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